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instances of those worlds. An intension refers to the range of possible worlds whereas
an extension refers to an instance from that range. Our goal was to create versionable
web sites as intensions that could be rendered on demand by users as specific exten-
sions. Our solution was Intensional HTML (IHTML): a set of tags that extended
HTML to support multidimensional pages and an engine for processing those dimen-
sional definitions and rendering them as web pages. Within the evolution of IHTML, I
developed the ConTexts model as a ￿rhetoric￿ or design methodology for intensional
web sites, described in section 3, below. Over the past year, IHTML has been devel-
oped into a complete language, Intensional System Extensions, or ISE (pronounced
￿izzy￿) [14]. The result for intensional web page authorship has been Intensional
Markup Language (IML), an evolution in IHTML which makes these versionable web
pages more richly functional while improving ease of authorship.
1.2   Related Work
Besides delivering adaptable hypermedia functionality, ConTexts brings to the web
some of the not easily available (or authorable) functionality of early hypertext sys-
tems like Shneiderman￿s Hyperties (in Gestures, described below) [10]; Xerox￿s
Notecards [5] (in Tangents, below) and Nelson￿s Strechtext (in Focus, below) [8].
IML encapsulates these effects in simple tags (see section 2). The simplicity of IML￿s
tags for document rendering separates it from the interesting modeling for dynamic
content of the Virtual Document Interpreter [9]. Similarly, ConTexts and IML are
distinct from adaptive systems like PEBA-II [6] or ILEX [3] which also render on
dimensions like expertise (novice/expert) because IML is not a Natural Language
Generation, AI-based, system. Indeed, its non-NLG implementation separates Con-
Texts from most adaptive hypermedia implementations. Further, while ConTexts
tracks users￿ anonymous interactive renderings of the content throughout a session
with its Log Roll, it does not seek to use this information, as per Joanna Moore￿s work
on Dialog History [7], to refine the current session interaction with the user. With a
ConText, the user, not the system, is always the agent of change. Hence ConTexts is a
dynamically adaptable, rather than adaptive system.
2   Architecture and Implementation
The ConText architecture is relatively simple: a source document and any documents
referenced by the source￿s ￿include￿ tag are additionally marked up in HTML with
IML dot notation version tags. The source is preprocessed by the Intensional Markup
Language plug-in for the Apache Web Server. This process converts the version in-
formation in the source into standard HTML. This revised HTML source is then sent
to the web browser for display. The display page also includes the embedded links
which allow users to re-render another version of the page via any available dimen-
sion. As well, the version algebra [1], [15] in IML￿s processor  returns at least a best
match for  a version request. For instance, in a version request where the degree of
detail is set to ￿high￿ IML will render all components matching ￿high.￿ If a ￿high￿372           m.c. schraefel
3   ConTexts Rhetoric
Adaptable hypermedia like ConTexts creates specific needs to describe clearly the
function and consequence of link actions in order to reduce the noise of a link. To that
end, we postulate the following link lexicon of quiet link signifiers. For the most part,
we draw on link techniques that are in practice, but which so far have not been col-
lected to represent a link rhetoric: a consistent way of communicating link intent.
Focus. In ConTexts, focus is a compound (two part) link signifier that indicates the
site where information will be expanded into the current point. A bold faced term
followed by a ￿[+]￿ in a document indicates that in clicking the plus, the user will see
more information about the emphasized term at that location in the text. Once the text
is expanded, the ￿[+]￿ becomes a ￿[-]￿. Clicking on the minus collapses the text at that
point. This effect is similar to Nelson￿s Stretch Text. What we emphasize is the con-
sistent and unambiguous way to indicate what these ￿+/-￿ signifiers will actually ex-
pand or collapse in the document. Focus links can also be established at the top and
bottom of a page to indicate degree of detail can be expanded or collapsed globally
(page or site wide) rather than only locally (at that location in the text).
User Level. User level is a link signifier that indicates current user level selected.  In
the DSP example, there are two user levels: Engineering and Plain Language. A user
level link indicator, separate from the text, makes this option apparent and selectable
at the header of any component that can be displayed in this way:
 Plain Language                   Engineering
The taller block is the currently active dimension; the shorter block is the non-active
dimension. Clicking the non-active Plain Language block makes it active (tall and
light) and the Engineering block non-active (short and dimmed). This dimensional
shift can be rendered both globally (site wide) and locally (per component).
Gestures. A gesture is another compound signifier for activating a link. A capitalized,
colored term in the document indicates a gesture-enabled link. In the first part of the
gesture, the user ￿rolls over￿ (also known as ￿brushes￿) a term, causing either a  defi-
nition of the term to appear or specific information about the target to appear. The
user may gain enough information from the rollover not to need to click on the term
for further information. The second part of the gesture, therefore, is a click to get to
the link target. The click on this link opens a new window ( a tangent window) on the
topic specified by the that term and and at the same user level as the originating click.
Tangents.  A tangent window described above is a target indicated by the click-
through of a gesture link. The tangent window opens off side (at a tangent to) the
current window allowing the originating context to remain visible while the user fo-
cuses on the tangent. Window placement, in this case, helps demonstrate relations of
one point to another, and maintains the context of the given subject.                                                                           ConTexts: Adaptable Hypermedia           373
Light, Medium, and Heavy Weight Clicks. The above link descriptions can also be
classified relative to the degree that they change the current document state when
activated. Focus and user level clicks are light since they indicate the link click only
increments the current state of the current page. The click that is the second part of a
gesture link is medium weight since the user knows from the rollover what kind  of
target will appear, and how it will appear, but the context does shift to a new, related
topic/window. ConTexts employ light and medium weight clicks. A heavy click refers
to a  link which does not provide clear information about the kind of target to be in-
voked. Heavy link signifiers also have a high risk of being noisy. For example, a
heavy click is implied by a list of links that give only chapter number information. The
user may guess that the link leads to the sixth chapter, but has to click to find out what
the chapter topic is. Heavy clicks violate the quiet signifier paradigm underlying the
ConText document model.
4  Future Work and Conclusions
Relationship to Other Technology. There are many possible ways to implement
adaptable/intensional hypermedia. XML may be one; HyperWave may be another.
The specific implementation has been incidental to the ConTexts model. IHTML/IML
is, however, a robust easy-to-author enabling technology that works well with Java,
Javascript and XML, without depending on those technologies or their browsers to
create intensional, adaptable hypermedia.
Future Research. Aggregation of ConTexts components is supported by IML but has
not been explored fully in terms of possibilities for sorting and presenting loosely
structured web components. We are currently investigating this. As well, ConTexts
versioning has mainly been applied to hypertext. We are also applying this user-
directed adaptable technique to multimedia for video-enabled, versioned, software
support.
Conclusions. This paper presents an overview of the architecture, implementation and
design of ConTexts, an intensionally modeled, adaptable web-based hypermedia.
ConTexts is a low cost system to implement, author and administer. It is a feasible
approach to bring adaptable hypermedia even to small scale sites. Its link rhetoric
assists communicating the effects of these state change requests.  While similar in
functionality to adaptive hypermedia systems, as well as to some pre-web hypertext
systems, the differences in this user-defined,  intensional, adaptable model may com-
plement and expand opportunities for adaptive hypermedia application and research.
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